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R E T R O S P E C T I V E

Alan hovhaness wrote music that was both unusual and communicative. in his work, the 
archaic and the avant-garde are merged, always with melody as the primary focus. his far 
flung borrowings of medieval melody, baroque harmonizations, traditional Armenian liturgical 
monody and modes, the musics of Asia, and his flare for unconventional but richly inspiring 
instrumental combinations, have given enormous pleasure to generations of concert-goers.

in 1981, mr. hovhaness was a featured resident composer at the Cabrillo music festival in 
Aptos, California. on August 28th of that year, he appeared onstage in a panel discussion 
i moderated along with dennis russell davies, the festival’s music director at that time.

 — Charles Amirkhanian

interview with AlAn hovhAness 
August 28, 1981 — moderated by Charles Amirkhanian and dennis russell davies

charles Amirkhanian: mr. hovhaness, you have said that the function and the purpose 
of your music is quite different from that of other composers. in addition to the fact that 
your music has an origin in some deeply felt spiritual beliefs, you have said that in regard 
to science, especially, that society is going in a dangerous direction. Could you talk to us 
about these matters?

Alan Hovhaness: well, this is difficult because of course i don’t directly write with any known 
purpose to me; i write because i have to write, because ideas persecute me if i don’t write, 
and i have ideas every day of my life. so i have notebooks of thousands of pages of material, 
and i know i write too much for most people, especially for publishers. i sympathize with 

them. But i’ll print some music of my own as i get a little money and help out because i 
really don’t care; i’m very happy when a thing is performed and performed well. And i don’t 
know, i live very simply. i have certain very strong feelings which i think many people have 
about what we’re doing and what we’re doing wrong. 

i’m very much against atomic energy in any form because i think we’re poisoning the world 
and a composer naturally has a selfish interest in his future; if he likes his work, he feels 
that if people don’t like it now, they will later. But if there are no people, then what’s he 
writing for? And so i’m very much against some of the scientific things. i’m all for space 
travel, for space exploration and that sort of thing, but i’m very much against our wasting 
things. i was just thinking when we were in lou harrison’s house, “this is important to 
me, what they’ve done with solar energy is amazing.” And i was just thinking of all of the 
deserts. if we converted this into electricity, we’d have energy to do everything we need, 
and we wouldn’t be borrowing from the earth. 

it’s hard to talk about music because music is something that’s personal and it’s religious. 
John Cage and i were friends at the beginning. he came all the way to Boston when i gave 
a concert there. he was at my first concert in new york, he and lou harrison. we made 
good friends then because they both came backstage, or rather lou harrison didn’t come 
backstage because he was a critic and he gave me the best—the first good criticism i’d 
ever had. i have always kept it. it was beautifully written and a great encouragement. so i 
met him the next day, but John Cage came backstage, so we worked together with dancers 
and things like that in new york and we knew each other. But later, some things that John 
Cage said that he felt may have meant something to him then—that music should not 
communicate—i feel that music could and must communicate. i feel just that, as much as 
i respect John Cage for his originality and for many of his works. Actually, i invented much 
of the so-called aleatory technique which John Cage took up after he heard my music 
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in new york and saw it, and i did that in 1944. [Hovhaness composed textures in which 
instrumentalists played specified notes in random fast patterns, with each instrumentalist out 
of phase with the other. –C.A.]

i think that one trouble is that perhaps we’ve tried to imitate science so much that we’ve 
tried to only communicate with some professional colleagues—some other composers that 
feel the same—and i don’t write for composers: i write for people everywhere. And that’s 
perhaps the difference between some contemporary composers and myself.

cA: what about the time that we’re living in now? Are you particularly concerned that your 
music is developing some new areas at all or do you see it as being in a sort of a timeless 
state. i mean, do you want it to be appreciated as much 200 years from now?

AH: i feel that i think in terms of thousands of years rather than five and ten years and that 
sort of thing. i’m interested in modern music of the last thousand years. And if i can find 
more, go back a little further, for instance, yes i do go back further—gagaku, which is one 
of the finest orchestral musics in the world, better than many of our european ancestors, 
was perfect before 600.

cA: was that the first orchestral music?

AH: no, i believe egyptians had great music which plato praised very highly, and we don’t 
know a thing about it. there’ve been some fake attempts, but obviously, we don’t know a 
thing about it. Because we can’t read it. we’ve lost the language. And actually, that’s one of 
the problems in the world. of course, civilizations don’t last very long, and as francis Bacon 
said, “perhaps there were much greater civilizations before greece and even before egypt.” 
And perhaps there was much greater music before then—we don’t know. But we should 

keep an open mind and try to discover, and i’m very much interested in music of the orient 
because music of the orient was misunderstood and nobody paid much attention to it. 

when i started, i know they thought i was crazy, so i didn’t associate with musicians. i found 
painters who were much more open-minded. so i used to play for painters almost every 
night in my little room…. But i remember one of the big criticisms of [an] intellectual friend 
was—he was not intellectual in the snobbish way that some people are—he said, “this is 
city music. i don’t like city music.” so i tried to create—at least always to keep in mind—a 
universal language, and i like to write what i like anyway, and i’m very happy if somebody 
else likes it, but i don’t mind if anybody doesn’t like it, and i don’t have any respect for critics.

Dennis Russell Davies: i have a question. what music do you like to listen to?

AH: gagaku, ancient Armenian music, troubadour music. i like the music of, well let’s see, 
for our european composers, i love handel very much, mozart, schubert, and sibelius and 
many others, of course. i’m not snobbish; i have bad taste in many respects. i like what i 
like, and in spite of the fact that everybody complains about people who say, “i like what i 
like,” i like people to say that. if my cat likes something, i’m very honored. And i think that 
a cat’s opinion is often times better than a person’s. i don’t have a cat at the moment, but 
i’ve had some very good ones.

cA: i think you told me once that stokowski, when he asked for Mysterious Mountain, wanted 
an opus number attached to it, and you just subjectively picked one out of the air. is that true?

AH: well actually, he picked it out of the air, of course, this was—he was wonderful to me 
anyway, i remember he, out of the blue, he suddenly did my Exile symphony and nobody 
knew my music then. stokowski was the first conductor to do my music in this country 
seriously. i didn’t meet him then—i didn’t meet him for 10 years afterwards. But when i did 
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meet him, he invited me immediately…of course, he called me up many times and talked to 
me about various things he wanted me to write and he said, “does it have an opus number? 
people like opus numbers. you know how dumb they are.” so i said, “no, it doesn’t have 
an opus number. i haven’t cataloged my work.” “well how would 132”—or something like 
that, i think— “how would that be, do you think that gives you enough room for the things 
you’ve written?” And i said, “sure, that’s okay. i’ll start making a catalog.” And he said, “i 
like your titles, give it a title.” And so i gave it the title, Mysterious Mountain. which i felt 
was mysterious enough.

DRD: was that after the piece was…

AH: …after it was finished. i always give titles after they’re finished anyway.

DRD: good idea.

cA: so the titles are not especially related to your process in writing the music.

AH: not at all, no, the music may suggest something to me, but if it can suggest something 
to somebody else which is quite different, then i’m very happy if it does.

DRD: the only problem is that after you give the title, then you tend to lead people to go 
in the direction that…

AH: that’s a difficulty, i know. many of my symphonies, i just call symphony number 43 or 
number 49 or something like that. the thing is, that that bores some people, and i know 
that publishers complain about it. But i just don’t have that many titles; i have much more 
music than i have titles.

cA: now when i talked with you in 1975, you had written your 26th symphony for the san 
Jose symphony, and you said that that would be your last symphony. what happened?

AH: i don’t know what happened, but something—i got crazy—and i’ve been writing 
symphonies every year, and i’ve had some commissions too. well, i’ve needed them. we 
have to add to the house, we have so much music, no place to put it, so i finished my 48th 
symphony for a commission, which is very nice, and that will be played in June in miami, 
florida, and i think they call it the new world festival. so i’ve given that a title because i 
was thinking of the tremendous galaxy Andromeda, which is bigger than our galaxy and so 
beautiful, and [it] has some galaxies around it that rotate around it. And, so i call it some-
thing about Andromeda i think, Vision of Andromeda, and it has some [features that] could 
suggest … seeing it from a tremendous distance because i use the percussion in oriental 
manners, lot of bell sounds and star like sounds.

cA: what was the early evolution of your wanting to compose?

AH: it’s hard for me to remember. i threw away so much that i can’t really recall too much 
about. i started composing without any help from anybody because i had ideas going 
through my head and i thought everybody did. But then, when i was 7 years old, i heard 
a classical piece of music for the first time in school, and i thought, “that’s written by 
schubert apparently,” and so i started writing down my ideas. i never can understand when 
people tell me they don’t know how to write music. it’s much easier than writing a letter 
as far as i’m concerned. And i don’t see any difficulty. if you love music, you can write it. if 
you can read it, you can write it.

DRD: there’s a—virgil thomson says that composing should be like writing a letter.

AH: yeah, well, it is, but i enjoy composing more.
transcribed by Jennifer lay shyu; edited by Charles Amirkhanian. 

reprinted from MindReader, vol. iii, no. 1, © 2001 other minds.
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By şahan Arzruni

A musician-mystic, Alan hovhaness rejected the materialistic values of the machine Age 
to explore the transcendental realm, using music as a link between the physical world and 
a metaphysical cosmos. in his search for higher insight, hovhaness took the cultures of 
non-western people as his point of departure, while employing the tools of western music 
as his frame of reference.

As virgil thomson, the American composer and critic, wrote in the New York Herald Tribune 
on february 8, 1947, hovhaness’s music “remains oriental and classical, nevertheless, in 
structure. the music is at times strophic in phraseology and emotionally continuous, never 
climactic. each piece is like a long roll of hand-made wallpaper. its motionless quality is a 

ArmeniAn rhApsody no. 1 (1944) is scored for string orchestra and 
percussion. ArmeniAn rhApsodies no. 2 and 3 (1944) are scored 

for string orchestra.  
song of the seA (1933) is a two-part tone poem for string orchestra and 

piano, which was premiered in 1933 at Boston’s Jordan Hall with the composer on 
piano and Wallace Goodrich conducting.

ConCerto for soprAno sAxophone And strings (1980) was 
commissioned by the New England Conservatory and subsequently performed by the 

Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra. 
symphony no. 1, exile (1936) was premiered in 1939 by the BBC Orchestra 

under Leslie Heward, and introduced to American audiences in 1943 by Leopold 
Stokowski. The work is scored for full orchestra.

n O T E S

little hypnotic. its expressive function is predominantly religious, ceremonial, incantatory, 
its spiritual content of the purest.”

Alan hovhaness was born Alan vaness Chakmakjian in somerville, massachusetts, on 
march 8, 1911. his father, an Armenian, was a chemistry professor at tufts university and 
a lexicographer of an english-Armenian dictionary; his mother, a scot, was an amateur 
musician. he once said that before receiving formal training, music “kept running through 
my head.” his first composition was written at the age of four. when hovhaness asked his 
mother to play it on the family harmonium, she refused to do so, declaring it “unplayable.” 
this short piece was written on a grand staff of eleven lines, a practice in use during the 
middle Ages. dejected, hovhaness gave up music until the age of seven, when he resumed 
composing on regular staff notation, “but at night when i was supposed to sleep i made 
another notation which i could see in the dark. this system of writing music without being 
able to see it turned out to resemble a vocal Armenian notation of around the 1820 period, 
which i learned later.” in fact, the said notation, similar to shorthand, is still in use in the 
Armenian Church and was devised by the ottoman Armenian composer hampartsoum 
limondjian. no wonder hovhaness was a passionate believer in reincarnation! 

Around that same time, the family moved to Arlington, massachusetts. At the age of nine, 
hovhaness began taking private piano lessons from Adelaide proctor, a local teacher, who 
encouraged him to continue composing. within the next few years, he finished two operas 
and numerous short compositions. he continued his music studies with german-American 
composer and pianist heinrich gebhard. subsequently, he attended tufts university for a 
short period where he took composition lessons from leo rich lewis, and then enrolled at 
new england Conservatory where he studied composition for two years with frederick s. 
Converse. in 1932, he received the Conservatory’s samuel endicott prize for his symphonic 
work, Sunset Saga.
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only a few works remain from the thirties, for hovhaness destroyed most of his composi-
tions of this era. Judging from the surviving works, one catches in them a whiff of nordic 
balladry. not surprisingly, he won the appellation “the American sibelius.” his melodic 
gestures are tinged with modal elements and the restrained harmonic language is spiced 
with unexpected twists. the orchestral texture is either unabashedly homophonic or rigor-
ously contrapuntal; the musical language neither deliberately modern nor studiedly archaic.

the earliest work on this recording, Song of the Sea, is taken from exodus 15:1-18, a 
victory poem after the israelites pass miraculously through the red sea [2-3]. this suc-
cinct composition, dedicated to the British-born American painter hugh hegh, consists 
of a brief opening movement and a postlude. A serene melody articulated by the strings 
is juxtaposed with a seafarer’s song of hypnotic beauty, outlined by the piano in blocked 
and rolled chords. Alan hovhaness’s name on the manuscript of Song of the Sea appears 
as Alan scott hovaness (without the “h” in the second syllable). Apparently, the gradual 
transformation of the composer’s name was because of the difficulty of pronouncing his 
paternal surname “Chakmakjian,” but the main reason was probably his desire not to be 
identified as Armenian.

Composed during the same period, the symphony no. 1 (also known as the Exile symphony) 
was written in memory of the english philosopher and statesman sir francis Bacon, a 
lifelong hero of the composer [9-11]. Created in 1936, the work is a large-scale composition 
extending over three movements. (the original middle movement was replaced in 1970.) the 
symphony is in the same idiom as the Song of the Sea, but also features ostinato figures, 
showcases choral interludes, and highlights stentorian brass fanfares that punctuate the 
outer movements. the texture is more elaborate and the instrumentation more innovative. 
the first movement is mournful in character, the second dauntless, and the third epic. it 
is a grand, bold, and solemn piece, full of sinuous middle eastern melodies. ostensibly, 
the symphony is a tribute to the Armenians who were exiled and then murdered by the 

ottoman turks earlier in the century. it is also a paean to hovhaness’s father, who hailed 
from Adana in turkish Armenia.

during the early fourties, hovhaness reexamined the meaning of his life and began to search 
out his Armenian heritage. he became associated with the greek mystic painter, hermolaus 
ionides (also known as hermon di giovanno), whose influence affected hovhaness’s outlook 
on life and helped him recover his roots. Concurrently, he was asked to serve as organist 
at st. James Armenian Church in watertown, massachusetts, which led him to become 
involved in an intensive study of Armenian music, particularly that of Komitas vardapet, a 
composer and an ethnomusicologist. during this period he regularly attended performances 
of yenovk der hagopian, a singer of traditional Armenian melodies, and samuel haidostian, 
a performer on native instruments. to penetrate more deeply into the world of the middle 
east, hovhaness began mastering the Armenian language, as well as the music of other 
Asian countries. At the same time he delved into a study of Asian religions and philosophies.
By 1945, the Asian influence on his music became a pervading presence. 

hovhaness composed the three Armenian Rhapsodies based on both the sacred and 
secular material he had heard in Boston. the first of the Armenian Rhapsodies consists of 
four consecutive village songs, and was composed for string orchestra (a few percussion 
instruments were later added to enhance the musical color) [1]. According to hovhaness, 
“the music begins with a plowing song: ‘we go out to plow in the dark before dawn. A 
star in the sky, a light on the altar. we plow in the dark earth. what would become of the 
world if we didn’t plow?’ three dance tunes follow, bringing the music to a festive close.” 
Rhapsody No. 2 is made up of two main segments: a slow section based on “Krisdos parats 
takavorn” (Christ, the glory of god), a dagh (ode) sung on the eve of the presentation of 
the lord in the temple; and a lively, striking ending [4].
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the last of the Rhapsodies, also scored for strings, “is a miniature spiritual history of 
Armenia in three arcs of sound” [8]. included on the inside cover of the printed score are 
the composer’s somewhat esoteric notes: “(1) Cry of the sound of the Armenian people. 
(2) harp of exile whispers, softly touched in a distant land. (3) dream of village fountain, 
fleeting, dissolving into nothingness.” the opening pages are based on a solemn melody, 
“sird im sasani” (my heart is shattered), and a kants (Armenian chant) sung on holy 
thursday during the washing of feet ceremony. A melody which hovhaness remembers his 
father singing serves as a bridge to the concluding portion, which is based on a folk song, 
“Bagh aghpiuri mod” (By the Cold fountain). following much excitement, the rhapsody 
concludes in a sigh.

A further broadening of hovhaness’s musical horizon occurred during the 1950s. the 
influence of various far eastern idioms added a new dimension to his already eclectic 
musical vocabulary. very much in demand as both composer and conductor of his works, 
hovhaness traveled extensively throughout the united states as well as to india, Korea, 
and Japan, where he studied with masataro togi, a great gagaku musician, and learned 
the principles and practical aspects of east Asian art.

in Concerto for soprano saxophone and strings, hovhaness harkens back to his earliest 
musical idiom—that of the 1930s [5-7]. his compositional tools are once again both 
unabashedly homophonic and rigorously contrapuntal. the melodic gestures, often articu-
lated by the solo saxophone, consist of quasi-modal-cum-semi-chromatic lines. the first 
movement concludes with a studiously constructed contrapuntal segment. the middle 
movement, initially a slow waltz, draws to a close in a sonic whirlwind. the finale, entitled 
“let the living and the Celestial sing,” opens with an expressive choral-like section, fol-
lowed by a four-part fugue. the concerto ends with a whimper.

one of the most prolific of the 20th-century composers, hovhaness composed some five 
hundred compositions, a kaleidoscope of stylistic expressions. in his large output, there are 
works that will shine as true masterpieces and others that will fade as workaday constructs. 
But the composer will always remain as an individual voice, worthy of attention. he let 
his imagination roam within varying aspects of a particular culture in order to attain and 
communicate to his audience a greater spiritual elevation. his art is simple, not simplistic; 
artless but artistic; unique yet universal; appealing as well as enduring.

© 2010 şahan Arzruni
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Alan Hovhaness was one of the most prolific composers of 
the 20th century—sixty-seven symphonies, three oratorios, 
seven operas, stage works, and numerous compositions for 
full orchestra as well as various instrumental combinations. 
his opus numbers total 434, but after counting his manu-
scripts, there could be well over five hundred opuses. unlike 
any other 20-century composer, he stood alone. he followed 

his “instinct and his voice.” his compositions were unique and original.

he was born Alan vaness Chakmakjian on march 8, 1911, in somerville, massachusetts, son 
of haroutioun Chakmakjian and madeleine (scott). At age four, he made his first attempt to 
compose on the eleven-line staff, which he invented. his mother, who had a small harmonium 
organ, could not play his music, so he gave up composing for astronomy—until the age of 
seven.

hovhaness’s early piano studies were with Adelaide proctor and later with heinrich gebhard; 
both encouraged him greatly. his early studies in composition were with leo rich lewis and 
frederick Converse at new england Conservatory of music.

in the summer of 1942, he won a scholarship to tanglewood to study. By this time he had 
written numerous pieces of music and had just finished composing his symphony no. 1, Exile. 
But after criticism by Aaron Copland and leonard Bernstein, the heads of tanglewood, he 
left there disappointed. As a result, he burned more than one thousand pieces of music in his 
fireplace. hermon di giovanno, his spiritual teacher, a psychic who worked as a waiter in a 
Boston greek restaurant, persuaded him to go back to his heritage, Armenia, to find himself. 
this led him into his Armenian period: Lousadzak (“the Coming of light”), Concerto for 
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piano and strings (1944), and The Prayer of St. Gregory, for trumpet and strings (1946). still, 
not very much musically happened during his time in Boston; he described himself then as a 
“composer of no performance.”

in 1942 the writer william saroyan, who believed in hovhaness’s talent, introduced his 
music to conductor leopold stokowski. on January 21, 1943, stokowski performed his 
symphony no. 1, Exile, with the los Angeles philharmonic orchestra. he performed numerous 
hovhaness compositions in the years to come and became his champion. in 1951 hovhaness 
moved to new york—then things started happening. he composed for radio and television, a 
Clifford odets play, and three scores for martha graham dance Company. in 1955, stokowski 
commissioned and premiered symphony no. 2, Mysterious Mountain, hovhaness’s master-
piece, for his debut with the houston symphony orchestra; the premiere recording, however, 
was with fritz reiner and the Chicago symphony.

in 1960 hovhaness received a fulbright scholarship grant to go to india where he studied 
Karnatic music. from there he went to Japan—a paradise for him. in 1962 he received a 
rockefeller grant and went back to Japan to study gagaku, ancient Japanese music. he then 
went to Korea and studied Ah-ak, the ancient orchestra and instruments of Korea. early in 
1960, the new york philharmonic conductor Andre Kostelanetz became his new champion 
and began commissioning many works from hovhaness, including Floating World, op. 209 
(1964), Fantasy on Japanese Wood Prints, op. 211 (1964), and God Created Great Whales, 
op. 229 (1970), one of his most popular symphonic works premiered by Kostelanetz at a new 
york philharmonic promenade concert on June 11, 1970.

in 1966, vilem sokol and the seattle youth symphony invited hovhaness to conduct his 
music in seattle; a year later he became Composer-in-residence with the seattle symphony 
under milton Katims. he found great inspiration in the Cascade and olympic mountain views 
there (and of course, in mount tahoma and mount rainier). he moved to seattle, where he 

resided for the rest of his life. there he composed many symphonies, and gerard schwarz, 
the new young conductor of the seattle symphony, conducted (and later recorded) his 
symphony no. 50, Mount St. Helens, op. 360 (1982). it was a great success and from that 
time on, schwarz became hovhaness’s final champion. this symphony was commissioned 
by henry hinrichsen, the young president of C.f. peters, hovhaness’s new york publisher; in 
fact, it was his father walter who discovered hovhaness’s music—he believed in his music 
and wanted to publish all of it. unfortunately, Mysterious Mountain went to g. schirmer, to 
hinrichsen’s great regret. C.f. peters now includes 225 of hovhaness’s compositions in their 
catalog.

hovhaness lived in seattle from 1972 until his death on June 21, 2000 at the age of 89. he 
had received five honorary doctorates and numerous other awards. he was a strict contrapun-
talist, but his interest in ancient oriental music led him to study in Armenia, india, Japan, and 
Korea. his melodies, though eastern-sounding, are all original (unless otherwise indicated 
in the scores). even though he was spiritual, he wanted his music to be played with vitality, 
not meditatively, and according to his own words, “people misinterpret my music. my music 
should be played like tchaikovsky—neither over-expressive nor meditative.”

this biography was authored and kindly supplied by hinako fujihara hovhaness.  
reprinted by kind permission of C.f. peters Corporation.
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John mcDonald, piano, is professor of music at tufts 
university. he is a composer who tries to play the piano and a 
pianist who tries to compose. mr. mcdonald was named the 
2007 mtnA-shepherd distinguished Composer of the year 
by the music teachers national Association, and received 
the 2009 lillian and Joseph leibner Award for distinguished 
teaching and Advising from tufts university. in 2010 he 
received the waring prize from western reserve Academy. 
his recordings appear on the Albany, Archetype, Boston, 
Bridge, Capstone, neuma, new Ariel, and new world labels, 

and he has concertized widely as composer and pianist. recent releases include pianist 
Andrew rangell’s performance of mr. mcdonald’s Meditation Before A Sonata: Dew Cloth, 
Dream Drapery, on Bridge records. recent performances at the goethe-institut of Boston 
and at tufts have been highly acclaimed. mr. mcdonald is a member of the mockingbird trio, 
directs the tufts Composers Concert series, and serves on the boards of several performance 
organizations in new england.

Kenneth Radnofsky, soprano saxophone, has appeared as soloist with leading orchestras 
and ensembles throughout the world, including the leipzig gewandhaus orchestra and the 
new york philharmonic under the direction of maestro Kurt masur, dresden staatskapelle, 
the Boston pops, the taipei and taiwan symphonies, new world symphony, BBC Concert 
orchestra, the oregon symphony, marlboro festival, portland string Quartet, moscow 
Autumn, and the Boston modern orchestra project with gil rose. mr. radnofsky made 
his Carnegie hall debut with the new york premiere of gunther schuller’s Concerto for 
Alto saxophone with the national orchestral Association. the world premiere of this work 
featured mr. radnofsky with the pittsburgh symphony; both of the highly acclaimed perfor-
mances were conducted by the composer. david Amram’s concerto, Ode to Lord Buckley, is 
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dedicated to mr. radnofsky, who premiered the work with the 
portland symphony orchestra, under Bruce hangen’s direc-
tion. he has also performed on numerous occasions for the 
Boston symphony orchestra over the last thirty years. 

other composers commissioned by mr. radnofsky include 
michael gandolfi, larry Bell, donald martino, milton Babbitt, 
ezra sims, roger Bourland, michael horvit, and John 
mcdonald. his commission of pulitzer prize-winning com-
poser John harbison’s San Antonio sonata led to the innova-
tive 1995 premiere by forty-three saxophonists in different 

locations around the globe in an effort founded and organized by mr. radnofsky, entitled 
world-wide Concurrent premieres, inc. (wwCp). mr. radnofsky and Bmop also gave the 
world premiere of Betty olivero’s saxophone Concerto Kri’ot, commissioned by harvard 
university Judaica division, in honor of israel’s 60th anniversary.

Current solo Cd releases include debussy’s Rhapsody with the new york philharmonic 
(teldec), Radnofsky.com (Boston records), Fascinatin’ Rhythms (Boston records), donald 
martino’s Concerto (new world records), michael Colgrass’s Dream Dancer (mode), and 
elliott schwartz’s Mehitabel’s Serenade (Albany-troy). in 1991 he was the featured soloist 
with the hollywood Bowl orchestra, performing franz waxman’s A Place in the Sun, under 
John mauceri’s direction (philips). 

Kenneth radnofsky’s principal teachers were Joseph Allard, Jeffrey lerner, david salge, 
steven hoyle, terry Anderson, and duncan hale. he is currently teaching at Boston’s three 
conservatories—the Boston Conservatory, new england Conservatory, and longy school of 
music—as well as Boston university. he is a Buffet Artist and performs on 400 series Buffet 
gold plated alto and tenor saxophones. 
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gil Rose is recognized as an important conductor helping 
to shape the future of classical music. Critics all over the 
world have praised his dynamic performances and many 
recordings. in 1996 he founded the Boston modern orchestra 
project (Bmop), the foremost professional orchestra 
dedicated exclusively to performing and recording music of 
the 20th and 21st centuries. under his leadership, Bmop’s 
unique programming and high performance standards have 
attracted critical acclaim; the orchestra has earned eleven 
AsCAp awards for adventurous programming and is a two-
time recipient of the John s. edwards Award for strongest 

Commitment to new American music. in 2007 mr. rose was awarded Columbia university’s 
prestigious ditson Award as well as an AsCAp Concert music award for his exemplary com-
mitment to new American music. he is also the recipient of three grammy Award nomina-
tions: in 2010 for his direction of derek Bermel’s Voices for solo clarinet and orchestra, and 
two nominations in 2011 for his direction of steven mackey’s Dreamhouse. mr. rose also 
serves as Artistic director of opera Boston, widely regarded as one of the most important and 
innovative companies in America. he has curated the fromm concerts at harvard university 
and served as the Artistic director of the ditson festival of Contemporary music at Boston’s 
institute of Contemporary Art. 

As a guest conductor, mr. rose made his tanglewood debut in 2002 and in 2003 he 
debuted with the netherlands radio symphony as part of the holland festival. he has led 
the American Composers orchestra, the warsaw philharmonic, the national symphony 
orchestra of the ukraine, the Cleveland Chamber symphony, the orchestra della svizzera 
italiana, the national orchestra of porto, as well as the Boston symphony Chamber players. 
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from 2003-2006, he served as Artistic director of the contemporary opera festival opera 
unlimited, during which time he led the world premiere of elena ruehr’s Toussaint Before the 
Spirits, the new england premiere of thomas Adès’s Powder Her Face, as well as the revival 
of John harbison’s Full Moon in March with “skilled and committed direction,” according to 
The Boston Globe. in 2006 opera unlimited presented the north American premiere of peter 
eötvös’s Angels in America to critical acclaim. 

recognized for his interpretation of standard operatic repertoire, mr. rose has been called “a 
mozart conductor of energy and refinement” by The Boston Phoenix. his production of verdi’s 
Luisa Miller was praised as “the best verdi production presented in Boston in the last 15 
years” by The Boston Globe, and of the Boston premiere of osvaldo golijov’s opera Ainadamar 
with dawn upshaw, Opera News raves, “gil rose and his musicians brought their usual excel-
lence to the evening, creating fire and a stunning evocation.” in the 2010-2011 season, mr. 
rose led the world premiere of Death and the Powers, a new opera by tod machover integrat-
ing new performance technologies developed by the mit media lab, in collaboration with 
the American repertory theater. performances included the world premiere at the grimaldi 
forum in monaco and the north American premiere at the Cutler majestic theatre in Boston. 

gil rose’s extensive discography includes world premiere recordings of music by louis 
Andriessen, Arthur Berger, derek Bermel, lisa Bielawa, william Bolcom, eric Chasalow, shih-
hui Chen, robert erickson, lukas foss, Charles fussell, michael gandolfi, John harbison, 
lee hyla, david lang, tod machover, steven mackey, william thomas mcKinley, stephen 
paulus, david rakowski, Bernard rands, george rochberg, elena ruehr, eric sawyer, gunther 
schuller, elliott schwartz, Ken ueno, reza vali, and evan ziporyn on such labels as Albany, 
Arsis, Cantaloupe, Chandos, eCm, innova, naxos, new world, and Bmop/sound, the grammy 
Award-nominated label for which he serves as executive producer. his recordings have 
appeared on the year-end “Best of” lists of The New York Times, Time Out New York, The 
Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, American Record Guide, npr, and Downbeat Magazine.
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the Boston modern orchestra project (Bmop) is widely recognized as the leading 
orchestra in the united states dedicated exclusively to performing new music, and its signa-
ture record label, Bmop/sound, is the nation’s foremost label launched by an orchestra and 
solely devoted to new music recordings.

founded in 1996 by Artistic director gil rose, Bmop affirms its mission to illuminate the 
connections that exist naturally between contemporary music and contemporary society by 
reuniting composers and audiences in a shared concert experience. in its first twelve seasons, 
Bmop established a track record that includes more than 80 performances, over 70 world 
premieres (including 30 commissioned works), two opera unlimited festivals with opera 
Boston, the inaugural ditson festival of Contemporary music with the iCA/Boston, and 32 
commercial recordings, including 12 Cds from Bmop/sound.

in march 2008, Bmop launched its signature record label, Bmop/sound, with the release 
of John harbison’s ballet Ulysses. its composer-centric releases focus on orchestral works 
that are otherwise unavailable in recorded form. the response to the label was immediate 
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and celebratory; its five inaugural releases appeared on the “Best of 2008” lists of The New 
York Times, The Boston Globe, national public radio, Downbeat, and American Record Guide, 
among others. Bmop/sound is the recipient of five grammy Award nominations: in 2009 for 
Charles Fussell: Wilde; in 2010 for Derek Bermel: Voices; and three nominations in 2011 for 
its recording of Steven Mackey: Dreamhouse (including Best Classical Album). The New York 
Times proclaimed, “Bmop/sound is an example of everything done right.” Additional Bmop 
recordings are available from Albany, Arsis, Cantaloupe, Centaur, Chandos, eCm, innova, 
naxos, new world, and oxingale.

in Boston, Bmop performs at Boston’s Jordan hall and symphony hall, and the orchestra 
has also performed in new york at miller theater, the winter garden, weill recital hall at 
Carnegie hall, and the lyceum in Brooklyn. A perennial winner of the AsCAp Award for 
Adventurous programming of orchestral music and 2006 winner of the John s. edwards 
Award for strongest Commitment to new American music, Bmop has appeared at the Bank 
of America Celebrity series (Boston, mA), tanglewood, the Boston Cyberarts festival, the 
festival of new American music (sacramento, CA), and music on the edge (pittsburgh, pA). 
in April 2008, Bmop headlined the 10th Annual mAtA festival in new york.

Bmop’s greatest strength is the artistic distinction of its musicians and performances. each 
season, gil rose, recipient of Columbia university’s prestigious ditson Conductor’s Award 
as well as an AsCAp Concert music award for his extraordinary contribution to new music, 
gathers together an outstanding orchestra of dynamic and talented young performers, and 
presents some of the world’s top vocal and instrumental soloists. The Boston Globe claims, 
“gil rose is some kind of genius; his concerts are wildly entertaining, intellectually rigorous, 
and meaningful.” of Bmop performances, The New York Times says: “mr. rose and his team 
filled the music with rich, decisive ensemble colors and magnificent solos. these musicians 
were rapturous—superb instrumentalists at work and play.”
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producer gil rose
recording and editing Joel gordon and david Corcoran

Armenian Rhapsody No. 1 is published by peer international Corporation. Armenian Rhapsody No. 2 is published by 
rongwen music, a division of Broude international editions. Armenian Rhapsody No. 3 and symphony no. 1, Exile, 
are published by C. f. peters Corporation. Concerto for soprano saxophone and strings is published by hovhaness 
fujihara music, Co., inc.

Song of the Sea and Concerto for soprano saxophone and strings were recorded on march 3, 2007 in distler hall at 
tufts university (medford, mA). Armenian Rhapsodies No. 1-3 and symphony no. 1, Exile were recorded on may 23, 
2008 in Jordan hall at new england Conservatory (Boston, mA).

this recording was made possible with support from Charles and Jessie price with additional support from tufts 
university, and the cooperation of the Boston musicians’ Association.

© 2011 Bmop/sound 1020 

design: John Kramer
Cover photo: gerald zinnecker, monastery of noravank, Armenia, 
13th century
hovhaness headshot, page 17: william gedney photographs and 
writings; rare Book, manuscript, and special Collections library, 
duke university.
Booklet 50% recycled (25% post consumer).  
vegetable based inks throughout.

Alan Hovhaness
Armenian rhapsodies no. 1–3
song of the sea
Concerto for soprano saxophone and strings
symphony no. 1, exile

flute

sarah Brady
Alicia didonato paulsen 

(piccolo)
oBoe
Jennifer slowik
Kathy Kates (english horn)
clARinet
michael norsworthy
Amy Advocat (bass clarinet)
BAssoon
ronald haroutunian
greg newton
HoRn
whitacre hill
Justin Cohen
Kate gascoigne
Kenneth pope
tRumpet
terry everson
eric Berlin
richard watson
tRomBone
hans Bohn
robert Couture

principals listed first in each section

BAss tRomBone
gabriel langfur
tuBA
donald rankin
timpAni
Craig mcnutt
peRcussion
robert schulz
HARp
franziska huhn
violin
Krista Buckland reisner
piotr Buczek
elizabeth Abbate
melanie Auclair-fortier
Colleen Brannen
Julia Cash
lois finkel
rohan gregory
Annegret Klaua
oana lacatus
miguel pérez-espejo 

Cárdenas
elizabeth sellers
gabrielle stebbins
megumi stohs
sarita uranovsky

Angel valchinov
Brenda van der merwe
Biliana voutchkova
edward wu

violA
Kate vincent
mark Berger
Abigail Cross
stephen dyball
nathaniel farny
david feltner
dimitar petkov
cello
rafael popper-Keizer
nicole Cariglia
holgen gjoni
david huckaby
Katherine Kayaian
marc moskovitz
david russell
DouBle BAss
pascale delache-feldman
Anthony d’Amico
scot fitzsimmons
nancy Kidd
robert lynam
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